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Babies, kids and dogs

Show your child how to hold his hand open and flat to stroke your dog, preventing him
from grabbing at his hair.

This is a much more appropriate interaction, with the dog looking comfortable and at
ease. Children should be encouraged to stroke dogs in this way.
Although this is positive interaction, there is a danger that the dog may mistakenly nip
the baby’s fingers when trying to get at the food she is holding.
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Introducing the new family member

Large dogs can thieve food from highchairs, so take care to supervise, or separate them during mealtimes.
your dog. Hopefully, having completed Exercise 9, your dog
should be able to leave food when requested, and gently
and politely take appropriate food that is offered to him.

on his bed with a Kong™ in the same area, for example,
or provide toys for him to chew, or simply just talk to him
during your play so that he feels part of it. Make sure that
his physical and mental needs have been met beforehand,
though – he has been walked, had a game of ball in the
garden, done some training, etc, to reduce the chances of
him becoming over-excited whilst your toddler is on the
floor.

Floor play
When you and your children are playing on the floor, try and
ensure your dog also receives attention and, where safe to
do so, include him in what you are doing. Have him settle
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Show your dog a treat in your hand, and slowly move your hand to the right or left – whichever is your preference.
As he moves his head to follow, keep moving your hand until you have
completed a full circle around his head.
Your dog should turn and follow as you do this.
As he moves his head to follow, reward him with a small treat, then move
your hand further round and do the same again. Continue in this way
until he completes a full circle (spin).
Once he has mastered several full spins with a reward,
begin to add in your cue word.
Playing tricks provides skills and mental stimulation for both
trainer and dog, and, more importantly, establishes bonds.

Kindly

and easily train your dog to
behave well, and be safe around babies
and children

Guidance

on promoting positive, safe
and harmonious interactions

Educational

illustrations that will
interest and engage children

Help

your children learn how to behave
appropriately around dogs

Written

with your dog’s welfare very
much in mind, by authors who are dog
trainers, behaviourists – and parents!
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